This document describes the items that are being deployed in the 14.0.7 CAMS Enterprise Update Release. Enhancements, modifications, and system corrections are included and are categorized primarily by module. Those items needing CAMS Manager attention have been noted as such. For additional, detailed information and instructions on the functionality additions and changes, refer to the online help files located directly in the CAMS Enterprise application and/or the updated PDF manuals which can be downloaded from the CAMS Community Website. Note that portal updates are not automatically installed on your site and must be applied by your institution.

**Registration**

1. Optimized Registration so that only the required Cost Table records that will be needed to process the student’s registration are returned. Previously CAMS queried all Cost Center / Cost Types then returned the items required to process the student. This could have caused a performance hit for schools with a large number of Cost Centers / Cost Types. Note that the zero Cost Center (Main) and Cost Type (Default) and the student’s primary Cost Center are always included.

2. The verification of tuition costs and cost setup availability has been optimized for scenarios such as where tuition has not been set up, the default Main Cost Center and Default Cost Type, or registration has been closed. These optimizations will improve response time for schools that have a large number of Cost Centers / Cost Types.

3. A new SSI, CostType_A, was created to contain only active Cost Types in order to increase performance when building the drop-down with large datasets from the Student Status window. Students with Cost Types that are no longer active will still have the originally assigned Cost Type. When creating a new status record, only those marked as active will appear. As part of the updates, new SSI files are generated so no user intervention is required.

4. Double-clicking a Fee in Tuition and Refunds >Fees tab could occasionally lock the browser. A work-around for this was to only double-click in the first column to open the detail of a fee. This has been corrected; Fee detail may be opened by double-clicking the row in any column.

**Billing**

1. Payment Plans have been optimized for performance; schools with a large number of records in CAMS will see an improvement in page load times when selecting different students while adding Payment Plans to multiple students.
Tools

1. CAMS has been enhanced by adding the functionality to upload and import Respondus® QTI formatted tests in the new Tools >Import >Course Management >Course Content window. Please refer to the “Course Management Upload Course Content” section of the Registration Setup document for complete step-by-step instructions.

***CAMS Manager Action Required

CAMS Managers will need to do the following:

Give users that require it access to the new menu item located at Tools >Import >Course Management >Course Content.

Create a folder for the Respondus® QTI files under the <CAMS Enterprise> folder.

Give the <CAMS Enterprise> COM+ identity Modify permissions to that folder.

Add the following line to both the CAMS Enterprise and Faculty Portal global.asa files (NOTE: the line must be the same in both files).

```application("CourseArchiveDir") = "<CAMS INSTALL DRIVE>:<CAMS INSTALL DIRECTORY>:<COURSE ARCHIVE FOLDER>"
```

Replace <CAMS INSTALL DRIVE> with the actual drive letter of your CAMS installation.

Replace <CAMS INSTALL DIRECTORY> with the actual folder name where your installation of CAMS is located.

Replace <COURSE ARCHIVE FOLDER> With the actual folder name that was created for the Respondus® QTI files.